SMALL TOWN 
DOCUMENTARY

STUDENT PORTFOLIOS IN PROGRESS 
DEPARTMENT OF CINEMA & PHOTOGRAPHY 
COMMUNICATIONS BUILDING, NORTH WING 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
CARBONDALE, IL

NOVEMBER 29 – DECEMBER 5, 2016

OPENING RECEPTION: TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 29 
4:30-6:30 PM 
LIGHT REFRESHMENTS SERVED

JACKSON COVEY – FREEMAN SPUR 
JOSH DAVIS – CARRIER MILLS 
DANIEL DRIER – MAEYSTOWN 
ELLEN ESLING - BOSKYDELL 
NATE FORTMEYER - WAMAC 
ZACH GULLEY – NEW BURNSIDE 
ADAM HOLBROOK - OAKDALE 
JAY HOLLAND - BROOKPORT 
JENNY JOHNSON - MAKANDA 
MARCUS KIMBREW - COLP 
BRANDA MITCHELL – ELIZABETHTOWN 
MIRANDA MUNGUIA – THOMPSONVILLE 
NATHAN OESTRY – “OLD” CARTERVILLE 
AIDAN OSBORNE – KARNAK 
ANNA PETRELLI – GRAND CHAIN 
HALEY POWELL – WALTONVILLE 
ELI SCHERER – ELKVILLE 
MORGAN TIMMS – OLMSTED 
JACOB WIEGAND – JOPPA 
MELISSA WORTEL - JONESBORO

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC